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Executive Summary 

 
Six hundred and forty two (642) individuals responded to an online survey to gather opinions about 
cultural participation, opportunities, and needs. The survey may best represent the opinions of people 
connected with the cultural sector. Respondents were more often female, White, and college-educated 
than the general Rapid City population.  

Relationship to Rapid City Culture  Nearly three quarters of respondents indicated they were interested 
citizens or audience members. About a quarter indicated they were either professional artists; 
arts/cultural donors; or involved with education as a parent, teacher, teaching artist, or administrator.  
Over ten percent were businesspeople, cultural organization board members, or cultural organization 
staff. A few were public officials, people working in economic/community development, and tourism.  

Cultural Participation  Respondents had been active participants in cultural programming in the Rapid 
City area over the past year. Two thirds attended art museums or galleries. About six in ten attended 
fairs and festivals, or libraries, book stores, or rare book collections. About half read novels, plays, 
poetry, or short stories; attended live popular music events; visited historic monuments, buildings, or 
sites; or purchased original art or craft. Four in ten attended community theater or visited a winery or 
specialty food producer. A quarter attended independent or art films, classical music performances, or 
professional theater. Two in ten participated in hands-on arts classes or workshops, or attended folk or 
world music performances, listened to non-commercial community radio, attended dance programs, or 
jazz music. One in ten attended performances or exhibitions of world cultures, pow wows, botanic 
gardens, literary or poetry readings, or visited children’s museums.  

Artistic creation  Many survey respondents indicated they had created art or performed either as an 
amateur or professional in the last year. Six in ten had created visual arts such as painting, sculpture, or 
photography. Four in ten had created craft work. A quarter had performed either vocal or instrumental 
music or had done creative writing. A few had performed in theater or dance. 

Rapid City’s Cultural Assets The survey asked, “What are some of Rapid City's most important assets 
and opportunities related to arts, culture, and heritage?” Most often people cited the Dahl Arts Center; 
Native American arts and artists, Black Hills Pow Wow, and Native peoples; the Journey Museum; or 
School music, art, theater programs; facilities; teachers; teaching artists programs. Many suggested 
Main Street Square and its events; history and heritage, historic district, historic buildings; music, live 
music concerts; Community Theater; or the Civic Center. Nearly as many people named downtown 
Rapid City, its vibrancy, businesses, and events; the Rapid City Library; the many artists and other 
creative entrepreneurs, and local talent; and orchestras, Chamber Music Society, community band, and 
Blues and Jazz. Also important are the Performing Arts Center; the many festivals; the beautiful location, 
natural environment, landscapes; parks and gardens; galleries, and the Black Hills Symphony. Also 
mentioned: Art Alley, Prairie Edge, Rapid City Arts Council, Black Hills Playhouse, arts classes, supportive 
local people, Parade of Presidents, the Sculpture Project, dance programs, Firehouse Theatre, and Suzie 
Cappa Arts Center. 
 

Useful information sources  Respondents rated the usefulness of the following information sources for 
local arts, culture, and heritage. Personal recommendations are rated the most useful by a significant 
margin and nearly as important are social media from friends. Another set of information sources are 
important for most ArtsRapidCity events, email blasts, social media from cultural organizations, 
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ArtsRapidCity events calendar website, ArtMail from Rapid City Arts Council, websites of specific cultural 
programs or events, Direct mail from cultural programs or events, radio, and poster or flier. Sources 
important for some are: Local arts council website, Visit Rapid City events calendar website, Rapid City 
Journal, television, and weekly newspapers. 

Barriers to cultural participation  The most significant barrier to cultural participation was thought to be 
lack of information about events, dates, or times. The next most significant barrier is the difficulty to 
make time to get out. Another set of comparable significant barriers are: cost of admission, events that 
are not of interest, multiple events at the same time, and a preference to spend leisure time in other 
ways. For a few people significant barriers include driving distance, parking, not feeling welcome, or lack 
of transportation.  

Satisfaction with creative skill development in education  Nearly half were dissatisfied that students in 
Rapid City are learning the creative skills to thrive in the 21st century. A third was satisfied with creative 
skill development in education. Others had no opinion. 

Priorities for cultural development  The assessment phase of cultural planning aims to determine 
priorities for cultural development in Rapid City. Survey respondents thought the most important two 
priorities should be advocacy for arts education and attracting and retaining artists and creative 
workers. Other very important priorities include: encourage racial/ethnic diversity in 
programs/participants, enliven communities with creative placemaking/public art, connect with tourism, 
and represent cultural/creative sector. Other priorities thought to be nearly as important: diminish 
barriers to cultural participation, advocate to public officials, develop creative economy, connect with 
economic development, and coordinate regional marketing. Very important for many are: engage 
immigrant populations, help build cultural organizations' capacity, and document impact of cultural 
sector. Comments largely reinforced or elaborated upon fixed-response options in the survey, including 
specific suggestions for initiatives or advocacy. There were many specific suggestions including: funding 
what exists rather than introducing new programs; greater coordination and collaboration; connecting 
cultural interests with those of business, tourism, and education; more affordable, accessible 
programming; and more opportunities for local artists. 

 

ARTIST OPINIONS 110 respondents indicated they were a professional writer, creative worker, or visual or 
performing artist.  

Artists’ markets  Two thirds of professional Rapid City area artists market locally and regionally. Half of 
the artists market nationally and nearly a quarter have international markets for their work. Three 
quarters of artists reported that demand for their work has grown or remained stable over the past two 
years.  

Part-time work  Half of professional artists do -- and half do not -- work at other non-arts jobs to help 
support themselves or their families.  

Artist business stability Slightly less than half of surveyed artists feel their arts businesses are stable. 

Artist housing and studio space  Affordable housing and/or studio space was a problem for half of 
artists.  

Health insurance  Nearly nine in ten artists have health insurance. 
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Professional development  Half of artists are satisfied they have access to professional development 
workshops or courses. 

Support networks  About six in ten artists are satisfied with their networks of support from other artists 
and other people in the cultural sector.  

Artists’ needs  Need for increased sales or other earnings, marketing and promotion, and networking 
with others with similar interests top the list of artists reported needs. Other very important needs for 
many include: access to exhibition space, affordable live/work space, access to studio space, validation 
of their work, or access to grant funding. Other important needs for some include: health insurance, 
information, training or assistance in creative skills or techniques, finding equipment, materials, or 
supplies. A few reported needing access to rehearsal or performance space, professional mentoring or 
counseling, training or assistance in business management, access to credit, good assistants, or legal 
advice.  

 

NONPROFIT LEADER OPINIONS  117 staff or board member of a nonprofit cultural organizations (arts, 
humanities, history, heritage) answered the next set of questions. 

Roles of respondents’ organizations  The largest group of nonprofit leaders responding to the survey 
represented arts or cultural service organizations. There was good representative of performing arts 
presenters, arts centers, museums and galleries, performing arts producing organizations, festivals and 
special events, arts council, and education institutions. Also well represented were artist guilds, 
associations or service organizations; history or heritage sites or museums; and community centers. A 
few represented Native American organizations, literary or publishing organizations, tourism, economic 
or community development, or interpretive science/environmental organizations1.  

Nonprofit cultural organizational health  Two thirds of nonprofit leaders thought their organizations 
were stronger now than three years ago (capacity to deliver programs and services). About two in 
twenty reported no significant change in organizational health and capacity. One in ten indicated their 
organizations were weaker. 

Cultural organization needs  Public information and advocacy topped the list of nonprofit organization 
leaders’ reported needs. This was followed closely by the need for operating and programming funds, 
volunteer development, help with marketing and audience development, networking, information 
technology, networking, and training or assistance in funds development. Many also reported the need 
for staff and board development.  

Nonprofit leader confidence in sustainability  The nonprofit leaders were overwhelmingly confident of 
their organization’s capacity to sustain and improve programs and services.  

Recent trends  Nonprofit leaders rated trends that affect their organizations’ capacity. For most factors 
there had been no significant changes in recent years. Factors that were trending upward included 
earned revenue from tickets or sales, individual giving, and contributions/sponsorships from businesses 
and corporations. Factors that were reported to be trending downward for more organizations included 
grants from foundations and grants from all levels of government: municipal, state, and federal. 

                                                           
1 Note that individuals may be associated with multiple organizations and organizations may have multiple board 
or staff members responding to the survey. 
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Volunteer support was mixed with about equal proportions reporting increased and decreased support 
from volunteers. 

Planning  Two thirds of nonprofit leaders report their organizations had a written plan.  

Fund balances  Very few nonprofit leaders reported their organization had an accumulated deficit in the 
most recently completed fiscal year. Most indicated their finances had been stable or improving. 

Adjustments to economy  About half of nonprofit leaders reported no significant change to adjust to 
economic circumstances in recent years. A quarter had reduced operating expenses. Other changes 
include increasing or decreasing programming or changing staffing. 

 

PARENT AND EDUCATOR OPINIONS 174 people with a direct interest in education answered questions about 
the state of arts education in the Rapid City area. Half responding to education questions were parents 
of students. A quarter were classroom teachers. We also heard from volunteer arts educators/mentors, 
teaching artists, arts specialists, cultural organization educators, students, and a principal. 

Accessible arts education  The majority do not believe a good arts education is equally accessible to 
students throughout the region, an opinion held by nearly six in ten.  

Arts Partnerships in Schools  Field trips to museums and performances were most common 
partnerships between cultural organizations and schools. These were followed by music, theater, or 
dance performances brought into schools. Some had experienced artists in schools or museum 
programs brought into schools. 

Limits to school-cultural partnerships  Inadequate funding was seen to be the most significant limitation 
to cultural organizations bringing arts and heritage programs into schools or doing field trips. Nine in ten 
had this concern. Two thirds thought cultural partnerships were not a priority for their school district. 
Half believed there was not enough time in the school schedules and half thought transportation was a 
barrier. A quarter did not know what cultural programs were offered by organizations in the community 
or whom to contact. A few thought the community’s cultural programs were not well aligned with 
school learning goals and a small proportion thought such cultural programs distracted from the schools’ 
core teaching mission. 

What works well in arts education  The survey asked, “What is working well to provide Rapid City 
students with a good arts education?” The most commonly cited strengths in education were: strong 
music programs in elementary, middle, and high schools; dedicated teachers; and art classes and 
programs at the Dahl and in other cultural organizations. Also mentioned were theater programs and 
teaching artists in the schools. 

 
What could be improved in arts education? The survey asked, “What about K-12 arts education could 
be improved?” The most frequently repeated comment was the need for better funding for arts 
education, arts teachers, and supplies. Some called for more visual arts and performance classes in 
elementary and middle schools, better access, arts in every school for every student, or more time for 
arts instruction. A few suggested more arts classes, better integration of the arts with other academic 
subjects, make the arts a core subject, don’t cut the arts from schools, or hire more arts teachers. 
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Methods  
 

Six hundred and forty two (642) individuals responded to an online survey to gather opinions about 
cultural participation, opportunities, and needs. The survey was launched March 25, 2015 and closed 
April 23. The survey invitation with a link to the survey was distributed by email and social media to the 
constituent lists of the Rapid City Arts Council and allied organizations2. Signs at the library computers 
and a tablet in the Dahl lobby provided access. As email lists overlap and people were encouraged to 
forward the invitation to others, it is impossible to calculate the total distribution or response rate. 
However, it is likely 13,000 to 15,000 
individuals received invitations with a 
response rate of 4-5% and a margin 
of error of approximately 4.5%.  

Survey responses were well 
distributed with 486 from Rapid City 
(76% within 57001, 57002, and 57003 
zip codes) and 24% outside the City 
with a few responding from out of 
state.  

Respondents are more often female, 
White, and college-educated than the 
general Rapid City population. The 
survey may best represent the 
opinions of people connected with 
the cultural sector and may not be 
fully representative of the region’s 
entire population.  

Most survey questions were directed 
at the general audience with specific 
questions for professional artists, 
board and staff members of nonprofit 
cultural organizations, and parents of 
students and educators. Results are 
presented as percentages of those 
answering each question, except questions that allowed multiple options, in which case results are 
presented as numbers selecting each option. 

                                                           
2 Complete distribution list: RCAC ArtMail email list - 2,900, RCAC contact email list - 3,500 (some crossover with RCAC ArtMail 

list), RCAC website, RCAC Facebook page, Tablet in Dahl lobby, Signage at Library computers encouraging people to take survey, 

service groups/organizations, Vucurevich Foundation, Chiesman Center for Democracy, Several Banks and Businesses, City of 

Rapid City employees, Arts Rapid City email blast, Allied Arts email list, Summer Nights email list, and Rapid City Downtown 

Association email list. RCAC staff encouraged Banff Film Festival participants to go to the website and take the survey. 
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Full Report of Results 

Opinions of All 

 

The first set of questions was presented to all those taking the survey. 

Relationship to Rapid City Culture  The survey asked, “What best describes your relationship with Rapid 

City culture (including arts, humanities, history, and heritage)?” Nearly three quarters (74%) indicated 

they were interested citizens or audience members. About a quarter indicated they were either 

professional artists (23%); arts/cultural donors (23%); or involved with education as a parent, teacher, 

teaching artist, or administrator (22%); or amateur artists or writers. Over ten percent were 

businesspeople (13%), 

cultural organization 

board members (12%), 

or cultural organization 

staff (10%). A few public 

officials (3%), people 

working in 

economic/community 

development (3%), and 

tourism (1%).  638 

people answered this 

question (N = 638). 

 

 

Cultural Participation  The survey asked, “Which of the following arts, culture, and heritage programs 

have you attended or participated in at least once in the last 12 months in the greater Rapid City area?” 

Over two thirds (68%) attended art museums or galleries. About six in ten attended fairs or festivals 

(60%) or libraries, book stores, or rare book collections (59%). About half read novels, plays, poetry, or 

short stories (53%); attended live popular music events (51%); visited historic monuments, buildings, or 

sites (50%); or purchased original art or craft (49%). About four in ten attended community theater 

(42%) or visited a winery or specialty food producer (42%). About a third (34%) attended other live 

music. About a quarter attended independent or art films (28%), classical music performances (27%), or 

professional theater (25%). About two in ten participated in hands-on arts classes or workshops (22%), 

attended folk or world music performances (22%), listened to non-commercial community radio (21%), 

attended dance programs (18%), or attended jazz music (18%). Smaller numbers attended performances 
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or exhibitions of world cultures (15%), pow wows (13%), botanic gardens (13%), literary or poetry 

readings (12%), or visited children’s museums (11%). N = 635 

 

Artistic creation  Many survey respondents indicated they had created art or performed either as an 

amateur or professional in the last 12 months. Nearly six in ten (58%) had created visual arts such as 

painting, sculpture, or photography. Nearly four in ten (38%) had created craft work. A quarter (25%) 

had performed either vocal 

or instrumental music and 

nearly as many (22%) had 

done creative writing. A few 

had performed in theater 

(6%) or dance (4%). N = 398. 
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Rapid City’s Cultural Assets 

The survey asked, “What are some of Rapid City's most important assets and opportunities related to 
arts, culture, and heritage?”

Summary of most often repeated comments and themes ranked in the order most frequently 
mentioned (with the approximate number of times each asset was cited) 

 The Dahl Arts Center (cited by 180 respondents) 
 Native American arts and artists, BH Pow Wow, Lakota traditions, Native peoples (102) 
 Journey Museum (82) 
 School music, art, theater programs; facilities; teachers; teaching artists program (78)  
 Main Street Square, events (57) 
 History and heritage, historic district, historic buildings (49) 
 Music, live music, concerts, variety of music (48) 
 Community Theater (43) 
 Civic Center (42)  
 Downtown, vibrancy, businesses, events (35) 
 Rapid City Library (34) 
 Artists and other creative entrepreneurs, local talent (33)  
 Orchestras, Chamber Music Society, community band, Blues and Jazz (30) 
 Performing Arts Center (28) 
 Festivals, Summer Nights, Hills Alive, Book Festival (28) 
 Beautiful location, natural environment, landscapes, Black Hills (28) 
 Galleries (27) 
 Parks and gardens (27) 
 Black Hills Symphony (26) 
 Art Alley (23) 
 Prairie Edge (21) 
 Rapid City Arts Council (15) 
 Black Hills Playhouse (14) 
 Arts classes (14) 
 Supportive local people (14) 
 Parade of Presidents sculptures (11) 
 Sculpture Project (12) 
 Dance programs, Black Hills Dance Theatre (10) 
 Firehouse Theatre (10) 
 Suzie Cappa Arts Center (10) 
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Useful information sources  Respondents rated the usefulness of the following information sources for 

local arts, culture, and heritage. Personal recommendations are rated the most useful by a significant 

margin and nearly as important are social media from friends. Another set of information sources are 

important for most (listed in order of “very useful” ratings) ArtsRapidCity events email blast, social 

media from cultural organizations, ArtsRapidCity events calendar website, ArtMail from Rapid City Arts 

Council, websites of specific cultural programs or events, Direct mail from cultural programs or events, 

radio, and poster or flier. Sources important for some are: Local arts council website, Visit Rapid City 

events calendar website, Rapid City Journal, television, and weekly newspapers.   N = 639 

 

Barriers to cultural participation  The most significant barrier to cultural participation was thought to be 

lack of information about events, dates, or times. The next most significant barrier is the difficulty to 

make time to get out.  Another set of comparable significant barriers are: cost of admission, events that 

are not of interest, multiple events at the same time, and a preference to spend leisure time in other 

ways. For a few people significant barriers include driving distance, parking, not feeling welcome, or lack 

of transportation. N = 636 
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Satisfaction with creative skill development in education   

When asked, “How satisfied are you that 

students in Rapid City are learning the 

creative skills to thrive in the 21st 

century?” fewer people are satisfied 

than not. Nearly half (45%) were 

dissatisfied and of these 30% were 

unsatisfied and 15% were very 

unsatisfied. Just over a third (35%) were 

satisfied with creative skill development 

in education. Of these, 26% were 

satisfied and 9% very satisfied. Another 

20% did not know. N = 614 
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Priorities for cultural development  The assessment phase of cultural planning aims to determine 

priorities for cultural development in Rapid City. Survey respondents thought the most important two 

priorities should be advocacy for arts education and attracting and retaining artists and creative 

workers. Other very important priorities include: encourage racial/ethnic diversity in 

programs/participants, enliven communities with creative placemaking/public art, connect with tourism, 

and represent cultural/creative sector. Other priorities thought to be nearly as important: diminish 

barriers to cultural participation, advocate to public officials, develop creative economy, connect with 

economic development, and coordinate regional marketing. Very important for many are: engage 

immigrant populations, help build cultural organizations' capacity, and document impact of cultural 

sector. N = 550 

Comments largely reinforced or elaborated upon fixed-response options in the survey, including specific 
suggestions for initiatives or advocacy. Many specific suggestions including: funding what exists rather 
than introducing new programs; greater coordination and collaboration; connecting cultural interests 
with those of business, tourism, and education; more affordable, accessible programming; and more 
opportunities for local artists. 
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Artist Opinions 

 

Artist responses 110 respondents (20% of 

sample) indicated they were a 

professional writer, creative worker, 

visual or performing artist (defined as 

spending 50% or more of your time or 

earning 50% or more of your living 

through your art work). 

Artists’ markets  Most professional Rapid 

City area artists market locally (69%) and 

regionally  (63%), and half (50%) market 

nationally and nearly a quarter (22%) 

have international markets for their work. 

N = 109 

 

 

Part-time artists About half (52%) of professional artists do -- and 

half do not (48%) -- work at other non-arts jobs to help support 

themselves or their families. N = 108 

 

 

Artist business stability Just over half (54%) of surveyed artists do 

not feel their arts business are stable. Of these 47% were 

unsatisfied and 7% very unsatisfied with their business stability. 

Just over a third (34%) were satisfied and 12% very satisfied with 

their arts businesses. N = 108 
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Artist housing and studio space  Affordable housing 

and/or studio space was a problem for half (50%) of 

artists. Of these, space is somewhat a problem for a 

quarter (24%), a serious problem for 13% and a very 

serious problem for another 13%. Half (50%) reported 

housing or studio space was not a problem.          N = 108 

 

 

Demand for artists’ work  Most artists reported that 

demand for their work has grown (44%) or remained 

stable (32%) over the past two years. A quarter said that 

demand had declined either somewhat (19%) or 

significantly (5%). N = 109 

 

 

 

Health insurance  Most artists (85%) have health 

insurance. N = 107 
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Professional development Just over half (54%) of artists 

are satisfied they have access to professional 

development workshops or courses.  N = 108 

 

 

Support networks  About six in ten artists (61%) are 

satisfied with their networks of support from other 

artists and other people in the cultural sector. Nearly 

four in ten (39%) are not satisfied. N = 108 

 

 

 

 

 

Artists’ needs  Need for increased sales or other earnings, marketing and promotion, and networking 

with others with similar interests top the list of artists reported needs. Other very important needs for 

many include: access to exhibition space, affordable live/work space, access to studio space, validation 

of their work, or access to grant funding. Other important needs for some include: health insurance, 

information, training or assistance in creative skills or techniques, finding equipment, materials, or 

supplies. a few reported needing access to rehearsal or performance space, professional mentoring or 

counseling, training or assistance in business management, access to credit, legal advice, or good 

assistants. N = 106 
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Nonprofit Leader Opinions   

The next set of questions were answered by 117 (21% of sample) staff or board member of nonprofit 

cultural organizations (arts, humanities, history, heritage). 

Roles of respondents’ organizations  The largest group (38%) of nonprofit leaders responding to the 

survey represented arts or cultural service organizations. There was good representative of performing 

arts presenters (32%), arts center(s) (32%), museums and galleries (30%), performing arts producing 

organizations (28%), festivals and special events (27%), arts council (27%), and education institutions 

(23%). Also well represented were artist guilds, associations or service organizations; history or heritage 

sites or museums; community centers. A few represented Native American organizations, literary or 

publishing organizations, tourism, economic or community development, or interpretive 

science/environmental organizations. Note that individuals may be associated with multiple 

organizations and organizations may have multiple board or staff members responding to the survey.  

N = 111 
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Nonprofit cultural organizational health  Over two thirds (68%) of nonprofit leaders thought their 

organizations were stronger now than three 

years ago in terms of capacity to deliver 

programs and services (41% somewhat 

stronger and 27% much stronger). About two in 

twenty (19%) reported no significant change in 

organizational health and capacity. Thirteen 

percent (13%) indicated their organizations 

were weaker (12% somewhat weaker and 1% 

much weaker.) N = 111 

Cultural organization needs  Public information 

and advocacy topped the list of nonprofit 

organization leaders’ reported needs. This was 

followed closely by the need for operating and programming funds, volunteer development, help with 

marketing and audience development, networking, information technology, and training or assistance in 

funds development. Many also reported the need for staff and board development. Some needed 

facilities improvement, assistance with planning or evaluation. N = 110 
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Nonprofit leader confidence in sustainability  The survey asked, “How confident are you that your 

organization will sustain and improve its programs and services over the next three years?” The 

nonprofit leaders were overwhelmingly (89%) confident with over half (53%) confident and over a third 

(36%) very confident of their 

organization’s capacity to 

sustain and improve 

programs and services. Only 

11% were not very confident 

and none (0%) were not at 

all confident. N = 108 
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Recent trends  Nonprofit leaders rated trends that affect their organizations’ capacity. For most factors 

there had been no significant changes in recent years. Factors that were trending upward included 

earned revenue from tickets or sales, individual giving, and contributions/sponsorships from businesses 

and corporations. Factors that were reported to be trending downward for more organizations included 

grants from foundations and grants from all levels of government: municipal, state, and federal. 

Volunteer support was mixed with about equal proportions reporting increased and decreased support 

from volunteers. 

 

 

Strategic planning  Two thirds (67%) of nonprofit board and staff 

members report their organizations had a written plan (strategic, 

long-range, or business plan.) Another third (33%) did not.  

N = 110 
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Fund balances  Very few (8%) nonprofit leaders reported their organization had an accumulated deficit 

(negative fund balance) in the most recently completed fiscal year. For those who reported an 

accumulated deficit, most indicated their financial situation had been stable or improving. N = 107 

 

 

 

Adjustments in response to economic downturn  “No significant 

change” was the most common response (48%) to the question, 

“What significant changes has your organization implemented to 

adapt to the economic downturn?” About a quarter (26%) 

reduced operating expenses. Another 17% increased 

programming while nearly the same proportion (15%) reduced 

programming. Twelve percent reduced staff and 7% increased staff. 

 

 

Parent and Educator Opinions 

 

Educator and parents of students responses  174 individuals (31% of sample) indicated they were an 

educator, teacher, teaching artist, parent of a student, or student with opinions about the state of arts 

education. 
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Role in education  The largest group (49%) responding to education questions were parents of students. 

About a quarter (24%) were classroom teachers. We also heard from volunteer arts educators/mentors 

(16%), teaching artists (16%), arts specialists (13%), cultural organization educators (8%), students (7%), 

and one principal (1%).  

N = 166 
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Accessible arts education  The 

majority do not believe a good arts 

education is equally accessible to 

students throughout the region, an 

opinion held by nearly six in ten 

(58%). About two in twenty (19%) 

disagreed and thought arts 

education was accessible. Nearly a 

quarter (23%) did not know.  

N = 614 

 

Arts Partnerships in Schools  In the last 2 years, have Rapid City schools with which you are familiar 

participated in arts programs presented by outside providers? Field trips to museums and performances 

were most common followed by music, theater, or dance performances brought into schools. Some had 

experienced artists in schools or museum programs brought into schools. 

 

Limits to school-cultural partnerships  Inadequate funding was seen to be the most significant limitation 

to cultural organizations bringing arts and heritage programs into schools or doing field trips. This was a 

concern for 86%. Nearly two thirds (64%) thought cultural partnerships were not a priority for their 

school district. Over half (55%) believed there was not enough time in the school schedules and nearly 

half (48%) thought transportation was a barrier. About a quarter (22%) did not know what cultural 

programs were offered by organizations in the community or whom to contact. A few (14%) thought the 

community’s cultural programs were not well aligned with school learning goals and a small proportion 

(9%) thought such cultural programs distracted from the schools’ core teaching mission. 
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What works well in arts education  The survey asked, “What is working well to provide Rapid City 
students with a good arts education?” 

Summary of frequently repeated comments 

 Strong music programs in elementary, middle, and high schools (28) 
 Dedicated teachers (cited by 20) 
 Art classes and programs at the Dahl (19) 
 Theater programs (9) 
 Teaching artists in the schools (8) 
 Band and orchestra programs (5) 
 Supplemental private instruction (5) 
 Dance programs (4) 

 
What could be improved in arts education? 
 
The survey asked, “What about K-12 arts education could be improved?” 
 
Summary of frequently repeated comments 

 Better funding for arts education, arts teachers, supplies (cited by 21) 
 More visual arts and performance classes in elementary and middle schools (10) 
 Better access, arts in every school for every student (7) 
 More time on instruction for the arts (6) 
 More arts classes (4) 
 Better integration of the arts with other academic subjects (4) 
 Make the arts a core subject (4) 
 Don’t cut the arts from schools (4)  
 Hire more arts teachers (4) 
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Demographics  

 

Demographics of Survey Respondents  Survey 

respondents’ ages were well distributed and 

representative of Rapid City’s population. However as is 

typical in cultural surveys, they were more often White 

(91%) , college graduates (77%), and female (66%) than 

the general population.  
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